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Abstract
We continue our study initiated in [4] of the interaction of a ground state with a potential
considering here a class of trapping potentials. We track the precise asymptotic behavior of
the solution if the interaction is weak, either because the ground state moves away from the
potential or is very fast.
1 Introduction
Consider the nonlinear Schrodinger equation
iut =  u+ (juj2)u = 0; (t; x) 2 R R3: (1.1)
We assume (1.1) posses a family of orbitally stable ground states ei!t!(x) parametrized by ! in
some open interval O  R+. By the translation and Galilean symmetry, (1.1) has a family of
traveling wave solutions
e
i
2vx  i4 jvj2t+it!+i0!(x  vt  y0); (1.2)
parametrized by v; y0 2 R3 and 0 2 R. As in [4], we study the the dynamics of solutions of
nonlinear Schrodinger equation with a rapidly decreasing potential
iut =  u+ V (x)u+ (juj2)u ; (t; x) 2 R R3; (1.3)
having initial data near (1.2) with t = 0 and jvj  1 or jy0j  1 (see Theorem 1.4 for the precise
statement). Since V is rapidly decreasing and we are assuming that the traveling wave is very fast
or far away, we can expect for the solution behavior similar to the traveling wave (1.2). Indeed in
[4], under the assumption that  + V has no eigenvalue, we proved that the solution decomposes
into the traveling wave and a scattering wave eit+. In this paper, we consider the case  + V
has exactly one eigenvalue e0 < 0. It is well-known that in this case (1.3) posses a family of small
nonlinear bound states Qw  w0 where 0 is the eigenfunction associated to e0 and w 2 C, jwj  1
satises _w =  iEww for some Ew  e0 2 R (see Proposition 1.1 below). It is also known that small
solutions of (1.3) decompose into Qw and a scattering wave [10]. Therefore, we cannot expect that
the solution with the initial data near the traveling wave decomposes into the traveling wave and
the scattering solution. However, as naturally expected, in this paper we show that the solution
decomposes into the traveling wave, scattering wave and the small nonlinear bound states Qw.
We now start to state our result in rigorous manner. For the linear potential V and the
nonlinearity , we assume the following.
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(H1) We assume V 2 S(R3;R) to be a xed Schwartz function and the set of eigenvalues p( +V )
is formed by exactly one element: p( + V ) = fe0g with e0 < 0. Further, we assume 0 is
not a resonance (that is, if (  + V )u = 0 with u 2 C1 and ju(x)j  Cjxj 1 for a xed C,
then u = 0).
(H2) (0) = 0,  2 C1(R;R).
(H3) There exists a p 2 (1; 5) such that for every k  0 there is a xed Ck with dkdvk (v2)
  Ckjvjp k 1 if jvj  1:
It is well known that under the above assumptions, (1.3) is locally wellposed.
Let 0 2 ker(  + V   e0) be everywhere positive with k0kL2 = 1. For  > 0 we set
BC() = fw 2 C : jwj < g. Recall that (1.3) admits small nonlinear bound states, that is the
solutions of the form eiEtQ(x) with E 2 R and Q(x) > 0. Indeed, we have the following well known
result, see [5].
Proposition 1.1. There exist a constant a0 > 0 and Qw 2 C1(BC(a0);H2) s.t.
( + V )Qw + (jQwj2)Qw = EwQw;
Qw = w0 + qw; hqw; 0i = 0;
(1.4)
where h; i is dened in (1.19) below. We have Ew 2 C1(BC(a0);R) with jEw e0j  Cjwj2, and we
have Qw 2 C1(BC(a0);k) and kqwkk  Ckjwj3 (for k see (1.20) below) for any k. Furthermore,
we have the identity
iQw =  w2@w1Q+ w1@w2Q where w1 = Rew and w2 = Imw: (1.5)
(1.5) is an immediate consequence of Qw = e
iQr, where w1 = r cos  and w2 = r sin .
We set the continuous modes space as follows:
Hc[w] :=

 2 L2; hi; @w1Qwi = hi; @w2Qwi = 0
	
: (1.6)
A pair (p; q) is admissible when
2=p+ 3=q = 3=2 ; 6  q  2 ; p  2: (1.7)
It is shown by [10] that all small solutions decompose into nonlinear bound states given in
Proposition 1.1 and scattering waves (for an analogous result with weaker hypotheses on the spec-
trum see [5]).
Theorem 1.2. There exist  > 0 and C > 0 such that for ku(0)kH1 <  then the solution u(t) of
(1.3) can be written uniquely for all times as
u(t) = Qw(t) + (t) with (t) 2 Hc[w(t)] (1.8)
with for all admissible pairs (p; q)
kwkL1t (R+) + kkLpt (R+;W 1;qx )  Cku(0)kH1 ;
k _w + iEwwkL1t (R+)\L1t (R+)  Cku(0)k2H1 :
(1.9)
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Moreover, there exist w+ 2 C with jw+   w(0)j  Cku(0)k2H1 and + 2 H1 with k+kH1 
Cku(0)kH1 , such that
lim
t!+1 k(t; x)  e
it+(x)kH1x = 0;
lim
t!+1w(t)e
i
R t
0
Ew(s)ds = w+:
(1.10)
We are interested to a dierent class of solutions of (1.3). We think of V (x)u as a perturbation
of (1.1). We assume that (1.1) has a family of orbitally stable ground states ei!t!(x). By orbital
stability, we mean that for any small  > 0, there exists  > 0 such that if k  u0kH1 < , then the
solution u of (1.1) with u(0) = u0 exists globally in time and satises
sup
t>0
inf
s2R;y2R3
keis(   y)  u(t)kH1 < :
Specically we assume what follows, which implies by [20], the existence of orbital stability of the
ground states of (1.1).
(H4) There exists an open interval O  R+ such that
 u+ !u+ (juj2)u = 0 for x 2 R3; (1.11)
admits a positive radial solutions ! for all ! 2 O. Furthermore the map ! 7! ! is in
C1(O;n) for any n 2 N.
Remark 1.3. It suces to assume that the map ! 7! ! is in C1(O;H2). Indeed this implies that
! 7! ! is in C1(O;n) for any n 2 N. See Appendix B.
(H5) We have dd!k!k2L2(R3) > 0 for ! 2 O.
(H6) Let L+ =   + ! + (2!) + 20(2!)2! be the operator whose domain is H2(R3). Then
we assume that L+ has exactly one negative eigenvalue and the kernel is spanned by @xj!
(j=1,2,3).
We add to the previous hypotheses few more about the linearized operator H! dened in (2.38).
(H7) 9 n and 0 < e1(!)  e2(!)  :::  en(!), s.t. p(H!) consists ofej(!) and 0 for j = 1;    ;n.
We assume 0 < Njej(!) < ! < (Nj + 1)ej(!) with Nj 2 N. We set N = N1. Here each
eigenvalue is repeated a number of times equal to its multiplicity. Multiplicities and n are
constant in !.
(H8) There is no multi index  2 Zn with jj := j1j+ :::+ jkj  2N1 + 3 such that   e(!) = !,
where e(!) = (e1(!);    ; en(!)).
(H9) For ej1(!) < ::: < ejk(!) and  2 Zk s.t. jj  2N1 + 3, then we have
1ej1(!) +   + kejk(!) = 0 ()  = 0 :
(H10) H! has no other eigenvalues except for 0 and the ej(!). The points ! are not resonances.
For the denition of resonance, see Sect.3 [2].
(H11) The Fermi golden rule Hypothesis (H11) in Sect. 6, see (6.18), holds.
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We are interested to study how a solution u(t) of (1.3) initially close to a ground state of (1.1)
which moves at a large speed is aected by the potential V . Notice that u(t) at no time has small
H1 norm and so is not covered by Theorem 1.2. Unsurprisingly, in view of [4, 1, 3], we prove that
the ground state survives the impact, but that as t!1 the solution u(t) approaches the orbit of a
ground state of (1.1), up to a certain amount of radiation which satises Strichartz estimates, a term
localized in spacetime, and a small amount of energy trapped by the Schrodinger operator  +V ,
which behaves like in Theorem 1.2. The dierence with [4] is that in [4] we had p(  + V ) = ;
while here p( + V ) = fe0g.
If the initial ground state (1.2) has velocity v 2 R3, by setting u(t; x) := e  i2vx  i4 tjvj2u(t; x+
vt+ y0) we can equivalently assume that the ground state has initial velocity 0 and rewrite (1.3) as
i _u =  u+ V (x+ vt+ y0)u+ (juj2)u ; u(0; x) = u0(x): (1.12)
Solutions of the (1.12) starting close to a positive radial solution of (1.11), for some time can be
written as
u(t; x) = ei(
1
2v(t)x+#(t))!(t)(x D(t))
+ e 
i
2vx  i4 tjvj2Qw(t)(x+ tv + y0) + r(t; x):
(1.13)
Theorem 1.4. Let !1 2 O and !1(x) a ground state of (1.1). Assume (H1){(H11) and assume
furthermore that u0 2 H1(R3). Fix M0 > 1 and v; y0 2 R3 with jvj > M0. Fix a "1 > 0. We set
 := inf
2R
ku0   ei!1()kH1 + sup
distS2 (
 !e ; vjvj )"1
Z 1
0
(1 + jjvj !e t+ y0j2) 1dt: (1.14)
Then, there exist an "0 = "0(M0; !1; "1) > 0 and a C > 0 s.t. if u(t; x) is a solution of (1.12) with
 < "0; (1.15)
there exist !+ 2 O , w+ 2 C, v+ 2 R3 ,  2 C1(R+;R), y 2 C1(R+;R3) , w 2 C1(R+;C) and
h+ 2 H1 with kh+kH1 + j!+   !1j+ jv+j+ jw+j  C such that
lim
t%1
ku(t; x)  ei(t)+ i2 v+x!+(x  y(t))
  e  i2vx  i4 tjvj2Qw(t)(x+ tv + y0)  eith+(x)kH1x = 0;
lim
t%1
w(t)ei
R t
0
Ew(s)ds = w+:
(1.16)
Furthermore, there is a representation (1.13) valid for all t  0 such that we have r(t; x) = A(t; x)+er(t; x) such that A(t; ) 2 S(R3;C), jA(t; x)j  C(t) with limt!+1 C(t) = 0 and such that for any
admissible pair (p; q) we have
kerkLpt (R+;W 1;qx )  C: (1.17)
Theorem 1.4 extends to the case of potentials with 1 eigenvalue the result in [4]. Thanks to [5],
which extends Theorem 1.2, we could have considered generic potentials with very few restrictions
on the eigenvalues, but we chose to focus on this case study.
In the literature there are several results concerning the interaction between a linear potential
and a fast ground state or between solitons, see the references in [4]. Here we reference [11, 12, 7],
which consider in the 1{D case a fast soliton of the cubic NLS interacting with V (x) = q0(x), q 2 R
and 0 the delta function. If q > 0,   + q0 has no eigenvalues and if q < 0 it has exactly one
eigenvalue. So, the situation is somewhat similar to our result in [4] and this paper. However in the
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case V (x) = q0(x), even though the interaction is fast, it is strong enough to produce a substantial
modication of the soliton, which splits into two distinct solitons, one transmitted and the other
reected. In particular this means that in some obvious respect the situation is easier in our case
than in [11, 12, 7], whose results, though, are less denite. In particular [11, 12] for q > 0 and [7]
for q < 0 give some control of the solution for long but nite times. In our case, the interaction is
weak, there is no splitting of ground states but we give a very detailed description of the solution for
all times. It is clear that all these results, for dierent reasons, are very partial and that a general
theory of the interaction between solitons and potentials is an interesting and largely not understood
problem.
Our present paper and [4] are also related to the interaction between distinct solitons. As
mentioned above, using the theory in [5] we could produce a general result on the weak interaction
of a soliton with a generic potential. It is plausible that this analysis could be extended to weak
interactions of pairs or of more general families of solitons. This would yield for families of weakly
interacting and generic solitons a result more detailed than those in [14]. However, such a result
would be very far from providing a suciently general theory of multi{solitons for non integrable
systems, which remains unknown. Since currently multi{solitons are well understood in the case of
integrable systems thanks to inverse scattering transform techniques, we think that the approach
with the best chance to produce for some non integrable cases a setup to describe general solutions of
a focusing NLS involves some combined use of inverse scattering and perturbation arguments, in the
spirit of Deift and Zhou [8]. Obviously, the main issue is how to account in the non integrable case for
the destruction of solitons or other patterns and for the appearance of new ones. A number of papers,
like [13, 15, 16] and others quoted therein, contain insightful descriptions of specic non{integrable
phenomena, but they don't provide yet a general theory for the non integrable setting.
All of this is completely beyond what we do in the present paper, in fact quite beyond of what
exists in the literature, which is very fragmented and partial. Even results like Theorem 1.4 here or
like in [4] require a quite sophisticated framework, which is important to perfect as a preparation
for what will be a more general theory in the future. Notice that the solitons considered here are
generic, while those in [17, 19] obey very restrictive hypotheses.
Our approach for Theorem 1.4 is the same of [4]. We represent solutions u(t) of (1.12) as a sum
of a moving ground state of (1.1) and a small energy trapped solution of (1.12) in a way similar to
the ansatz in [14, 17].
Thanks to the weakness of the interaction with the potential, we are able to show that this
representation is preserved for all times and that there is a separation of moving ground state and of
trapped energy. Furthermore, we prove that the stabilization processes around the energy trapped
by the potential, described in Theorem 1.2, and around the ground state, described in [3, 4], continue
to hold.
In [4], in the absence of trapped energy, we described u(t) in terms of the local analysis of the
NLS around solitons developed in the series [1, 2, 3]. The main two novelties in [4] consisted in the
fact that the coordinate changes and the eective Hamiltonian in [4] depend on the time variable
and that proof of the dispersion of continuous modes require the theory of charge transfer models
as in [18] instead of the simpler dispersive analysis of [2, 3].
These features of [4] are present here. The additional complication is that, along with a part of
u(t) which has the same description as in [4], u(t) has also a term representing the energy trapped by
the potential. In this paper we will describe in detail in Sect. 2 the decomposition and coordinates
representation of u(t). In the following sections we will focus mainly on the coupling terms between
trapped energy and the rest of u(t), often referring to [4]. In the proof we will assume at rst that
additionally
u0 2 2; (1.18)
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see right below (1.20). Notice that in [4] it is assumed that u0 2 n for suciently large n, but
inspection of the proof shows easily that (1.18) suces. We will then show that in fact the result
extends rather easily to u0 2 H1.
We will make extensive use of notation and results in [1, 4]. We refer to [4] for a more extended
discussion to the problem and for more references and we end the introduction with some notation.
Given two Banach spaces X and Y we denote by B(X;Y ) the space of bounded linear operators
from X to Y . For x 2 X and " > 0, we set
BX(x; ") := fx0 2 X j kx  x0kX < "g:
We set hxi = (1 + jxj2) 12 and
hf; gi = Re
Z
R3
f(x)g(x)dx for f; g : R3 ! C : (1.19)
For any n  1 and for K = R;C we consider the the Banach space n = n(R3;K2) dened by
kuk2n :=
X
jjn
(kxuk2L2(R3) + k@x uk2L2(R3)) <1: (1.20)
We set 0 = L
2(R3;K2). Equivalently we can dene r for r 2 R by the norm
kukr := k(1 + jxj2)
r
2 ukL2 <1:
For r 2 N the two denitions are equivalent, see [3].
From now on, we identify C = R2 and set J =

0 1
 1 0

, so that multiplication by i in C is
J 1 =  J . Later on, we complexify R2 and i will appear in such meaning. That is for U = t(u1; u2),
iU = t(iu1; iu2). So, be careful not to confuse  J with i which has the dierent meaning.
2 The Ansatz
We consider the energy
E(u) = E0(u) +EV (u)
E0(u) :=
1
2
kruk2L2 +EP (u) ; EP (u) :=
1
2
Z
R3
B(juj2)dx
EV (u) :=
1
2
hV (+ vt+ y0)u; ui;
(2.1)
with B(0) = 0 and B0(t) = (t). It is well known that E0 is conserved by the ow of (1.1). For
u 2 H1(R3;C), its charge and momenta, invariants of motion of (1.1), are dened as follows:
4(u) =
1
2
kuk2L2 =
1
2
h4u; ui ; 4 := 1;
a(u) =
1
2
Imhuxa ; ui =
1
2
hau; ui ; a := J@xa for a = 1; 2; 3.
(2.2)
The charge 4 is conserved by the ow of both (1.3) and (1.1). However, a, a = 1; 2; 3 are conserved
only by (1.1) but not by the perturbed equation (1.3) which is not translation invariant. We set
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(u) = (1(u); :::;4(u)). We have E 2 C2(H1(R3;C);C) and j 2 C1(H1(R3;C);C). Recall the
following formulas
4(e
  12Jvxu) = 4(u) ;
a(e
  12Jvxu) = a(u) +
1
2
va4(u) for a = 1; 2; 3 ; (2.3)
E0(e
  12Jvxu) = E0(u) + v (u) + v
2
4
4(u) ; v (u) =
3X
a=1
vaa(u):
By (H5) and (2.2), setting p = (e 
1
2Jvx!), we have
@p
@(!; v)
=

1
24(!)I3 
0 2 dd!k!k2L2

;
where I3 is 33 identity matrix. Therefore, we have that (!; v)! p = (e  12Jvx!) is a dieomor-
phism into an open subset of P  R4. For p = p(!; v) 2 P set p = e  12Jvx! for p = (e  12Jvx!).
2.1 Linearized operator and its generalized null space
We will consider the group  = (D; #)! eJ u(x) := ei#u(x D). The p are constrained critical
points of E0 with associated Lagrange multipliers (p) 2 R4 so that rE0(p) = (p)  p, where
we have
4(p) =  !(p)  v
2(p)
4
; a(p) := va(p) for a = 1; 2; 3. (2.4)
We set also
d(p) := E0(p)  (p) (p): (2.5)
For any xed vector 0 a function u(t) := e
J(t(p)+0)p is a solitary wave solution of (1.1). We
now introduce the linearized operator
Lp := J(r2E0(p)  (p)  ) (2.6)
where r2E0 2 C0(H1; B(H1;H 1)) is the dierential of rE0 2 C0(H1;H 1).
By an abuse of notation, we set
L! := Lp when v(p) = 0 and !(p) = !. (2.7)
We have the following identity, see [1] Sect.7, which implies (Lp) = (L!(p)),
Lp = e  12Jv(p)xL!(p)e 12Jv(p)x; (2.8)
and which follows by
e 
1
2Jvx( )e 12Jvx =    v  + jvj
2
4
:
Hypothesis (H5) implies that rank
h
@i
@pj
i
i# ; j!
= 4. This and (H6) imply
kerLp = SpanfJjp : j = 1; :::; 4g and
Ng(Lp) = SpanfJjp; @pjp : j = 1; :::; 4g;
(2.9)
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where Ng(L) := [1j=1 ker(Lj). Recall that we have a well known decomposition
L2 = Ng(Lp)N?g (Lp) ; (2.10)
Ng(Lp) = Spanfjp; J 1@jp : j = 1; :::; 4g: (2.11)
We denote by PNg (p) the projection on Ng(Lp) and by P (p) the projection on N?g (Lp) associated
to (2.10).
PNg (p) =  Jjp

; J 1@pjp+ @pjp h;jpi ; P (p) = 1  PNg (p): (2.12)
We now decompose the solution of (1.12) into the large solitary wave given in (H4), small
bound state given in Prop. 1.1 and the remainder part which will belong in both the N?g (Lp) and
the galilean transform of Hc[w].
Proposition 2.1. Fix "1 > 0 and !1 2 O. Let { 2 P be s.t. v({) = 0 and !({) = !1. Then there
exists "2 > 0 s.t. if
sup
distS2 (
 !e ; vjvj )"1
Z 1
0
(1 + jjvj !e t+ y0j2) 1dt < "2 (2.13)
and for all t  0, 0 2 BR3(0; "2 hti) R and u 2 eJ0BH1({ ; "2), there exists
(; p; w) 2 C1(B("2);R4  R4  R2);
where
B("2) := f(t; u) 2 [0;1)H1 j 9 2 BR3(0; "2 hti) R s. t. u 2 eJBH1({ ; "2)g; (2.14)
s.t.
p(t; eJ0!1) = {; (t; eJ0!1) = 0 and w(t; eJ0!1) = 0; (2.15)
Fj(t; u; (t; u); p(t; u); w(t; u)) = Gj(t; u; (t; u); p(t; u); w(t; u)) = 0 for j = 1; 2; 3; 4 and
Lj(t; u; (t; u); p(t; u); w(t; u)) = 0 for j = 1; 2
with
Fj(t; u; ; p; w) :=
D
~R(t; u; ; p; w); eJJ 1@pjp
E
= 0; j = 1; 2; 3; 4; (2.16)
Gj(t; u; ; p; w) :=
D
~R(t; u; ; p; w); eJjp
E
= 0; j = 1; 2; 3; 4; (2.17)
Lj(t; u; ; p; w) :=
D
~R(t; u; ; p; w); eJ(
1
2vx+
t
4 jvj2)@wjQw(+ tv + y0)
E
= 0; j = 1; 2 (2.18)
where
~R(t; u; ; p; w) := u  eJ p   eJ( 12vx+ t4 jvj2)Qw(+ tv + y0): (2.19)
Remark 2.2. The solution u which we consider in Theorem 1.4 will always belong to (t; u(t)) 2 B("2)
provided "0 suciently small. Therefore, we can always decompose the solution as
u = eJ p + eJ(
1
2vx+ t4 jvj2)Qw(+ tv + y0) + eJR;
were ~R = eJR.
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Proposition 2.1 is a direct consequence of the following two lemmas.
Lemma 2.3. Fix  > 0. Set
X(; t) = max
j;l=1;2;3;4;k;l=1;2;a+b=1
DeJ( 12vx+ t4 jvj2)Jk 10(+ tv + y0); eJJ l 1@apjbl{E
and
T (t; ) = f 2 R4 j X(; t) < g:
Then, there exists " = "() > 0 s.t. if (2.13) is satised with "2 replaced to ", then
BR3(0; " hti) R  T (t; ); 8t  0:
Lemma 2.4. There exists  > 0 s.t. for any t0  0 and any 0 2 T (t0; ), there exists (; p; w) 2
C1(X;R4  R4  R2), with X := (t0   ; t0 + )  eJ0BH1({ ; ), which satises (2.15){(2.19).
Furthermore, in any open subset of X there is only one such function (; p; w).
Proof of Lemma 2.3. First, notice that if jvj  C 1 for some constant C > 0, then we have
T (t; ) = R4. This can be easily shown by integration by parts. Therefore, we can assume jvj 
C 1. Notice that there is an M =M() such that, if
inf
distS2 (
 !e ; vjvj )"1
jjvj !e ~t+ y0j M; for all ~t > 0; (2.20)
then for suciently small " > 0, we have BR3(0; " hti)  R  T (t; ) for all t  0. Indeed, for any
 = (D; #) 2 BR3(0; " hti)  R, there exists v" 2 R3 with jv"j < " and y" 2 R3 with jy"j < " s.t.
D = v"t+ y". Therefore,
jvt+ y0  Dj = j(v   v")t+ y0   y"j 
jvj v   v"jv   v"j
 jv   v"j
jvj t

  y0
  jy"j M   ";
where we have used (2.20) with  !e = v v"jv v"j and ~t =
jv v"j
jvj t. This in turn implies X(; t) <  for all
t  0 if M is large enough, and so  2 T (t; ).
We x such anM and suppose now that for some t > 0 and some ~v = jvj !e with distx2( !e ; vjvj ) < "1,
we have j~vt + y0j < M . We will show that for " small this is incompatible with jvj < C 1. We
have
t2jvj2 + 2t~v  y0 + jy0j2  M2 < 0: (2.21)
Next we claim that for " suciently small we have jy0j  A := max

16M
2
"21
; 2M + C 1

with "1 > 0
the xed constant used in (1.14). Indeed, if this is not the case, thenZ 1
0
hjvjt+ jy0ji 2dt 
Z 1
0
h~vt+ y0i 2dt  ") jvj  (
2
  arctanA)" 1: (2.22)
But for " 2 (0; "0), with "0 > 0 small enough this contradicts with jvj < C 1. So we can assume
jy0j  A. Further, we can assume t  1 since if 0 < t < 1, then
j~vt+ y0j  jy0j   jvj  A  C 1 M:
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For by := yjyj and bv := ~vjvj the discriminant of the quadratic in t polynomial in (2.21) is positive:
cos2  > 1 M2jy0j 2 > 1  "
2
1
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where   by0  bv = cos() (2.23)
with  = distS2( by0; bv) the angle between  by0 and bv. (2.21) requires also cos() > 0, so
cos() >
q
1  "21=16: (2.24)
Since "1 has been chosen suciently small, from (2.24) we obtain  < "1=3. This implies
" 
Z 1
0
h jvjby0t+ y0i 2dt = jvj 1 Z 1
0
ht  jy0ji 2dt  
2
jvj 1: (2.25)
But this again contrasts with jvj < C 1. Hence we conclude that jvj < C 1 and " suciently
small imply j~vt+ y0j M for all t > 0 for any preassigned M .
Proof of Lemma 2.4. We apply the implicit function theorem (Theorem A.1) to X = R H1(R3),
Y = R10 and F 2 C1([0;1)H1  R4  P BR2(a0);R10) for
F = (F1; ::::;F4; G1; ::::; G4; L1;L2):
We rst compute the Jacobian matrix of F. We compute the derivatives of ~R.
@k
~R =  eJJkp; k = 1; 2; 3; 4;
@pk
~R =  eJ@pkp; k = 1; 2; 3; 4;
@wk
~R =  eJ( 12 vx+ t4 jvj2)@wkQw(+ tv + y0); k = 1; 2:
Therefore, we have
@kFj =  


eJJkp; eJJ 1@pjp

+
D
~R; eJk@pjp
E
= jk +
D
~R; eJk@pjp
E
@pkFj =  


eJ@pkp; e
JJ 1@pjp

+
D
~R; eJJ 1@pk@pjp
E
=
D
~R; eJJ 1@pk@pjp
E
@wkFj =  
D
eJ(
1
2 vx+
t
4 jvj2)@wlQw(+ tv + y0); eJJ 1@pjp
E
=  
D
eJ(
1
2 vx+
t
4 jvj2)Jk 10(+ tv + y0); eJJ 1@pjp
E
 
D
eJ(
1
2vx+
t
4 jvj2)@wlqw(+ tv + y0); eJJ 1@pjp
E
;
where we have used
  
eJJkp; eJJ 1@pjp = 12@pj hkp;pi = @pjk(p) = @pjpk = jk:
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Further, we have
@kGj =  


eJJkp; eJjp

+
D
~R; JeJkjp
E
=
D
~R; JeJkjp
E
@pkGj =  


eJ@pkp; e
Jjp

+
D
~R; eJj@pkp
E
=  jk +
D
~R; eJj@pkp
E
@wkGj =  
D
eJ(
1
2 vx+
t
4 jvj2)@wkQw(+ tv + y0); eJjp
E
=  
D
eJ(
1
2 vx+
t
4 jvj2)Jk 10(+ tv + y0); eJjp
E
 
D
eJ(
1
2vx+
t
4 jvj2)@wkqw(+ tv + y0); eJjp
E
;
and
@kLj =  
D
eJJkp; eJ(
1
2 vx+
t
4 jvj2)@wjQw(+ tv + y0)
E
=  
D
eJJkp; eJ(
1
2 vx+
t
4 jvj2)Jj 10(+ tv + y0)
E
 
D
eJJkp; eJ(
1
2 vx+
t
4 jvj2)@wjqw(+ tv + y0)
E
@pkLj =  
D
eJ@pkp; e
J( 12vx+
t
4 jvj2)@wjQw(+ tv + y0)
E
=  
D
eJ@pkp; e
J( 12vx+
t
4 jvj2)Jj 10(+ tv + y0)
E
 
D
eJ@pkp; e
J( 12 vx+
t
4 jvj2)@wjqw(+ tv + y0)
E
@wkLj =  
D
eJ(
1
2vx+
t
4 jvj2)@wlQw(+ tv + y0); eJ(
1
2vx+
t
4 jvj2)@wjQw(+ tv + y0)
E
+
D
~R; eJ(
1
2 vx+
t
4 jvj2)@wk@wjQw(+ tv + y0)
E
;
=   
@wkQw; @wjQw+ D ~R; eJ( 12vx+ t4 jvj2)@wk@wjqw(+ tv + y0)E ;
Now, since Qw = (w1   Jw2)0 + qw; and @wjqw = O(jwj2), we have
  
@wkQw; @wjQw = 
( J)k 10; ( J)j 10+O(jwj2) = ( 1)j 
0; Jk+j 20+O(jwj2):
(2.26)
Therefore, @w1L1  @w2L1
@w1L2 @w2L2

=
 h@w1Qw; @w2Qwi h@w2Qw; @w2Qwi
  h@w1Qw; @w1Qwi   h@w2Qw; @w1Qwi

+O(jwj2)
=

1 0
0 1

+O(jwj2)
Therefore, we have
@F
@(; p; w)
= I10 +A:
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where I10 is the unit matrix and each component in A can be bounded by
Cku  eJ pkL2 + Cjwj+X(; t); (2.27)
where C is independent of (p; ; w) 2 P  R4 BR2(0; 0).
Now, there exists a universal constant ~ s.t. if the absolute value of each component of A is
less than ~, then (I10 + A)
 1 exists and its operator norm is bounded by 2. Now we claim there
exists ~1 > 0 s.t. if (; p; w) 2 BR10((0;{; 0); ~1) and (t; u) 2 (t0   ~1; t0 + ~1)  BH1({ ; ~1), we
have k(I10 + A) 1k  2. The bounds for Cku   eJ pkL2 + Cjwj is obvious so we only consider
the bound of X(; t). Notice that if jvj  C~ 1, then since T (t; ~) = R4, we only have to consider
the case jvj  C~ 1. In this case, since
j
D
eJ(
1
2vx+ t4 jvj2)Jk 10(+ tv + y0); eJJ l 1@apjbl{
E
j (2.28)
= j
D
eJ
t t0
4 jvjeJ(
1
2vx+ t4 jvj2)Jk 10(+ t0v + y0 + (t  t0)v); eJJ l 1@apjbl{
E
j (2.29)
 C~ + CjeJ t t04 jvj   1j+ k0(+ (t  t0)v)  0kL2 : (2.30)
Therefore, we see there exists ~1 which satises the claim.
Finally, setting 1 = 2 = ~1, by Theorem , there exists 3; 4 > 0 independent to the choice of
t0; 0 s.t. the desired (; p; w) 2 C1((t0  ; t0+ ) eJ BH1({ ; );BR10((0;{; 0); 4)) exists.
We choose p0; v0; !0 such that if u0 is the initial value in (1.12), then
(p0) = (u0); v0 = v(p0) and !0 = !(p0). (2.31)
We x  2 P. Now, Proposition 2.1 can be reframed as follows.
Lemma 2.5. For j   p0j < 0 and j{   p0j < 0 for suciently small 0 and for (t; u) 2 B("2) as
in Proposition 2.1, there exists r 2 N?g (Lp0) s.t. for the (; w) of Propostion 2.1 we have
u = U [t; u] +Q[t; u] where U [t; u] := eJ (p + P (p)P ()r) and (2.32)
Q[t; u] := eJQw for  :=
  vt  y0; 2 1v  x+ 4 1tjvj2
with
heJ P (p)P ()r; JeJ@wiQwi = 0 for i = 1; 2. (2.33)
Notice that eJQw(x) = eJ(
1
2vx+ t4 jvj2)Qw(+ vt+ y0).
Eventually we will set  = (U [u(t)]), but for the moment we will take  as a parameter.
We will consider the following notation:
eQ := Q[t; u] ; U := U [t; u] ; eH :=  + V (+ vt+ y0): (2.34)
Since w 2 C1(B("2);R2), w(0; eJ !1) = 0 for all  2 T (0; 1), j 2 C1(B("2);R),
j(0; e
i#!1) = 0 for j  3 and by the denition of  in Theor. 1.4 we have jw(0; u0)j  c
and jj(0; u0)j  c for j  3 for a xed c. For another xed c we have
inf
2R
kU [0; u0]  ei!1()kH1  c: (2.35)
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2.2 Spectral coordinates associated to Lp
We will summarize in this section a number of facts about equation (1.3) when V  0 which have
been proved in [1, 4] or which can be easily proved following the ideas therein.
First of all we observe that we have coordinates (; p; r) for the quantity U dened by
R4  fp : jp  p0j < ag  (N?g (Lp0) \ k)! k(R3;R2);
(; p; r)! U = eJ (p + P (p)P ()r):
(2.36)
(; p; r) are coordinates for U in an open set
@ = [2R4eJ BH1(!1 ; ) (2.37)
with  > 0 suciently small. For any U 2 H1(R3;R2) we have also j = j(U). Then (;; r)
is also a system of coordinates in @. The functions (;) depend smoothly in U while we have
r 2 Cl(@ \ k;k l). Obviously, if we set (t; u) ! U = U [t; u], which is a smooth function,
functions (t; u)! (;; r) remain dened.
The next task is to further decompose the variable r. This is done in terms of the spectral
decomposition of the operator Lp0 as we explain now.
We now consider the complexication of L2(R3;R2) into L2(R3;C2) and think of Lp and J as
operators in L2(R3;C2). Then we set
Hp := iLp with H! := Hp when v(p) = 0 and !(p) = !. (2.38)
We have
H! = iJ( + !) + iJ

(2!) + 2
0(2!)
2
! 0
0 (2!)

: (2.39)
and
M 1H!M = K!; (2.40)
K! := 3( + !) +

(2!) + 
0(2!)
2
! 
0(2!)
2
!
 0(2!)2!  (2!)  0(2!)2!

M :=
1
2

1 1
 i i

; M 1 =

1 i
1  i

; 3 =

1 0
0  1

:
Remark 2.6. Notice that M

u
u

=

Re u
Im u

.
We extend the bilinear map h; i and 
(; ) = hJ 1; i as bilinear maps in L2(R3;C2). That
is, for u = (u1; u2), v = (v1; v2) 2 L2(R3;C2), we have hu; vi =
R
R3 u1v1 + u2v2. In particular, h; i
extends into a bilinear form in
S 0(R3;C2) L2d(Hp) ; L2d(Hp) := Ng(Hp)

2p(Hp)nf0g ker(Hp   )

:
Set now (L2d(Hp))? the subspace of S 0 orthogonal to L2d(Hp).
Lemma 2.7. Let  be the non-zero eigenvalue of Hp. Then algebraic and geometric multiplicity of
 coincide. Furthermore, for  > 0 and  2 ker(Hp   ), we have  i


J 1; 

> 0.
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Proof. By (2.8), it suces to consider p with !(p) = ! and v(p) = 0. First, we show there are no
 2 ker(Hp ) s.t.


(r2E0(p) + !); 

= 0. Suppose, there exists such . Then, by [9] Corollary
3.3.1 p.171, we have  = aJ 1p. However, since  2 Ng(Hp)? and Ng(Hp) \Ng(Hp)? = f0g, we
have  = 0. So, we see there are no  2 ker(Hp   ) s.t.


(r2E0(p) + !); 

= 0. Therefore,
Assumption 2.8 of [6] is satised and by [6] Corollary 2.12, we see that  i 
J 1;  > 0 for  > 0.
Lemma 2.8. There is a neighborhood Pp0 of p0 in P and a C1(Pp0 ;nm) map (for any preassigned
m)  ! (1(); :::; n()) such that the following facts hold.
(1) j() 2 ker(H   ej) for all j.
(2)  i 
J 1j(); k() = 0 for all j and k and  i 
J 1j(); k() = jk.
Proof. For the proof of the existence of a such a frame for any xed  we refer to Lemma 5.2 [1].
Here we discuss the fact that the dependence in  is smooth. Let us pick l1 = 1 < l2 < ::: < lk  n
and set lk+1 = n + 1, with ej(!) = ei(!) if and only if j; i 2 [la; la+1) for some a. The numbers
l1; :::; lk do not depend on ! by the constancy of multiplicity in Hypothesis (H7).
By (2.8) we can set j() = e
  12Jv()xbj(!()), with bj(!) 2 ker(H!   ej(!())) appropriate
vectors dependent now only on !. It is easy to conclude that it is enough to focus on the case
v()  0.
For !0 = !(p0) we can suppose we have a frame fbj(!)g satisfying the equalities in claim (2),
that is for ! = !0, L = n+ 1 and ` = 1 we have
 i
D
J 1bj(!); bk(!)E = jk for j; k 2 [`; L): (2.41)
For V! := H!   H!0 we have that ! ! V! 2 C1(I!0 ; B(m;m)) for any m for a small
interval I!0 with center !0. Fix now an index la and let a be a small circle with counter clock
orientation and centered in ela(!0). By taking I!0 small we can assume that ela(!) is for all ! 2 I!0
contained in a compact subset of the interior of the disk encircled by a. Then the following is a
projection on ker(H!   ela(!)):
Pa(!) =
i
2
I

1
H!   z dz: (2.42)
We have ! ! Pa(!) 2 C1(I!0 ; B( m;m)). Now focus on the frame fbj(!0)g for j 2 [la; la+1)
s.t. (2.41) is true for ! = !0, L = la+1 and ` = la We rst set e1(!) = Pa(!)b1(!0) which we can
normalize into a b1(!) s.t.  iDJ 1b1(!); b1(!)E = 1. Suppose now that we have for some l < la+1
a frame fbj(!) : j 2 [la; l)g which is C1 in ! 2 I!0 and s.t. (2.41) is true for all ! 2 I!0 , for L = l
and ` = la. Set now
el(!) = Pa(!)bl(!0) + i X
j2[la;l)
bj(!)DJ 1Pa(!)bl(!0)); bj(!)E :
Then
D
J 1el(!); bj(!)E = 0 for all j 2 [la; l). Notice that el(!) depends smoothly on ! and thatel(!0) = bl(!0). Then by continuity  iDJ 1el(!); el(!)E =: a2(!) > 0. Setting bl(!) = a 1(!)el(!)
we obtain a frame fbj(!) : j 2 [la; l]g which is C1 in ! 2 I!0 and s.t. (2.41) is true for all ! 2 I!0 ,
for L = l + 1 and ` = la.
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Finally, notice that if ej(!) 6= ek(!), then
D
J 1bj(!); bk(!)E = 0. So we have built a frame
smooth in ! which satises (2.41) for L = n + 1 and ` = 1 and for all ! 2 I!0 . The identitiesD
J 1bj(!); bk(!)E = 0 hold for all j; k, see Lemma 5.2 [1]. So Lemma 2.8 is proved.
The following spectral decomposition remains determined
N?g (Lp) = N?g (Hp) =
 2p(Hp)nf0g ker(Hp   ) L2c(p) (2.43)
L2c(p) := L
2(R3;C2) \ (L2d(Hp))?:
Correspondingly for any r 2 N?g (Hp0) with r = r we have, for a z 2 Cn and an f 2 L2c(p0),
P ()r =
nX
j=1
zjj() +
nX
j=1
zjj() + Pc()f; (2.44)
with a frame fj() : j 2 1; :::;ng as in Lemma 2.8. Notice that hJ 1j(); Pc()f 0i = 0. We also
have
Pc(p) = 1  PNg (p) +
nX
j=1
i


J 1; j(p)

j(p) + i


J 1; j(p)

j(p): (2.45)
The representation (2.44) is possible because of the following fact.
Lemma 2.9. Under (H4){(H7) and (H10), given p0 and for any xed n 2 N, there exists a > 0
such that for  2 P with j   p0j < a the maps
Pc()Pc(p0) : L
2
c(p0) \ k(R3;R2)! L2c() \ k(R3;R2) (2.46)
for all k   n are isomorphisms.
Proof. Consider the composition Pc(p0)Pc()Pc(p0). Then in L
2
c(p0) \ k its restriction equals
Pc(p0)Pc()Pc(p0) = 1 + Pc(p0)(PNg ()  PNg (p0))Pc(p0)
+
nX
j=1
Pc(p0)
  
j()h ; iJ 1j()i   j(p0)h ; iJ 1j(p0)i

Pc(p0)
   j()h ; iJ 1j()i   j(p0)h ; iJ 1j(p0)i 	Pc(p0):
(2.47)
Using now the fact that j() 2 C1(P;k), we conclude that if j p0j < ak with ak > 0 suciently
small, the operator in (2.47) is an isomorphism in L2c(p0) \ k. Similarly, Pc()Pc(p0)Pc() is an
isomorphism in L2c() \ k. Finally, by the argument in Lemma 2.3 [1], we can pick a xed ak for
all k   n.
3 Change of coordinate
To distinguish between an initial system of coordinates obtained from Lemma 2.5 and the further
decomposition of r due to (2.44) and a "nal" system of coordinates in Theorem 3.5 below, we will
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add a "prime" to the initial coordinates, except for the pair (; w). In particular we have functions
(t; u)! ( 0;; z0; f 0). In particular, with @ dened in (2.37), we have
(t; ; U)! f 0 2 Cl(R fj   p0j < ag  (@ \ k);k l) and
(t; ; U)! z0 smooth. (3.1)
We introduce now appropriate symbols.
Denition 3.1. LetA be a neighborhood of (p0; p0; 0; 0; 0) in the (;; %; z; f) space with (;; %) 2
R12, z 2 Cn and f 2 L2c(p0)\ n(R3;R2). Let I  R be an interval. Then we say that F 2 Cm(I
A;R) is Ri;jn;m if there exists a C > 0 and a smaller neighborhood A0 of (p0; p0; 0; 0; 0), s.t. in I A0
jF (t; ;; %; z; f)j  C(kfk n + jzj)j(kfk n jzj+ j%j+ j  j)i: (3.2)
We will write also F = Ri;jn;m or F = Ri;jn;m(t; ;; %; z; f).
Denition 3.2. A T 2 Cm(I  A;n(R3;R2)), with I and A like above, is Si;jn;m and we write as
above T = Si;jn;m or T = S
i;j
n;m(t; ;; %; z; f), if there exists a C > 0 and a smaller neighborhood A0
of (p0; p0; 0; 0), s.t. in A0
kT (t; ;; %; z; f)kn  C(kfk n + jzj)j(kfk n jzj+ j%j+ j  j)i: (3.3)
Notice that in the coordinates u! (;; z; f) introduced using (2.36) and (2.44) (and omitting
the "primes"), we have we have pj = j   %j +R0;2n;m(;; %; z; f) with % = (f). Then we have
U = eJ p +
nX
j=1
zje
J P (p)j() +
nX
j=1
zje
J P (p)j() + e
J P (p)Pc()f
= S0;0n;m(;; %; z; f) + S
0;1
n;m(;; %; z; f) + e
J P (p)Pc()f
(3.4)
for arbitrary (n;m) and for % = (f).
We introduce now
K0(;U) := E0(U) E0 () + (p(U))  ((U)  ): (3.5)
Denition 3.3 (Normal Forms). A function Z(z; f; %; ;) is in normal form if Z = Z0+Z1 where
Z0 and Z1 are nite sums of the following type:
Z1 = i
X
e(!())( )2e(H)
zzhJG(;; %); fi (3.6)
where the vector e(!) is introduced in (H8) and where G(; ;; %) 2 Cm(eU;k(R3;C2)) for xed
k;m 2 N, with eU = fp : jp  p0j < ag2  U and U  R4 a neighborhood of 0;
Z0 =
X
e(!())( )=0
g(;; %)z
z (3.7)
and g 2 Cm(eU;C). We assume furthermore that Z0 and Z1 are real valued for f = f , and hence
their coecients satisfy the following symmetries: g = g and G =  G.
We have the following elementary fact, proved in Remark 5.6 [5], which tells us that the pairs
(; ) in Def. 3.3 in the case of the polynomials which interest us, do not depend on .
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Lemma 3.4. Consider the N in (H7). Then there exists an 0 > 0 such that for j   p0j < 0 the
following are independent of :
(1) the formula !()  (  ) 2 e(H) for j+ j  N + 1;
(2) the equality e(!())  (  ) = 0 for j+ j  2N + 2.
The main result of [1], see also [4], is the following.
Theorem 3.5. There is an "3 > 0 and a map
 0 =  + T (;;(f); z; f) ; 0 =  ;
z0 = z + Z(;;(f); z; f) ;
f 0 = eJq(;;(f);z;f)(f + S(;;(f); z; f))
(3.8)
which is in
C1(R4 BCn("3) (2 \BH1("3) \ L2c(p0));R4  Cn  (H1 \ L2c(p0)) (3.9)
C0(R4 BCn("3) (BH1("3) \ L2c(p0));R4  Cn  (H1 \ L2c(p0)) (3.10)
C0(R4 BCn("3) (2 \BH1("3) \ L2c(p0));R4  Cn  (2 \ L2c(p0)); (3.11)
in the sense of (3.10){(3.11) is a homeomorphism in its image with the image containing R4 
BCn(
"3
2 ) (BH1( "32 )\L2c(p0)) in the case of (3.10) (resp. R4 BCn( "32 ) (2 \BH1( "32 )\L2c(p0))
in the case of (3.11)) and such that in the new variables (;; z; f) we have
K0(;U) =  (;;(f)) +H
0
2 + Z0 + Z1 +R+EP (f) (3.12)
where we have for k;m 2 N preassigned and arbitrarily large:
(1)  is smooth and with  (;;(f)) = O(j(f)j2) near 0.
(2) H 02 =
nX
j=1
aj(;;(f))jzj j2   i
2
hJ 1HPc()f; Pc()fi where we have aj(;;(f)) = ej +
O(j  j+ j(f)j).
(3) Z0 is in normal form as in (3.7) with j+ j  2N + 2.
(4) Z1 is in normal form as in (3.6) with j+ j  N + 1.
(5) We have R 2 C1 with krfRkk  C(jzjN+2 + kfkL2; kkfkH1) near the origin and similarly
with jrzRj  C(jzj2N+2 + kfkL2; kkfkH1).
(6) The functions q, Tj, Zj in (3.8) are of type R1;2k;m, see Def. 3.2 above.
(7) The function S in (3.8) is of type S1;1k;m, see Def. 3.1 above.
(8) For each xed ; the pullback of 
 = hJ 1 ; i by means of the map (3.9) equals

() =
4X
j=1
dj ^ dj + i
nX
j=1
dzj ^ dzj +
(Pc()df; Pc()df): (3.13)
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Here we skip the proof of Theorem 3.5 which is a minor modication of the arguments in [1].
It is important to observe that here and in [4] the role of the xed p0 in the normal forms argument
is taken by the time varying (t), with (t) = (u(t)) in [4] and by (t) = (U [t; u(t)]) in here.
It is important to check the dependence of various coordinates on the variables (; u) and (; U).
Lemma 3.6. Consider the variables (; z; f) in Theorem 3.5. Set % = (f). Then, for any preas-
signed pair (k;m), they have the following dependence on (;U). Then there exists an a > 0 such that
for BR4(; a) (resp. BH1(!1 ; a)), and for V = [2R4eJ BH1(!1 ; a) = [2R4BH1(eJ !1 ; a),
we have:
(1) (;U); %(;U) 2 C1(BR4(; a) V;R4);
(2) z(;U) 2 C1(BR4(; a) V;R4);
(3) f(; U) 2 Ci(BR4(; a) V;H1 i) for i = 0; 1.
For this and more see Lemmas 6.1{6.2 [4].
Notice that since we initially are assuming (1.18), that is u0 2 2, we have u(t) 2 2 and so
also U(t) := U [t; u(t)] 2 2 and that for t 2 [0; T ] for some T > 0 we have that the coordinates
((t; U(t)); p(t; U(t)); z(t; U(t)); f(t; U(t))) belong to the image of the maps in (3.9){(3.11). Notice
that later we will drop (1.18) and assume only u0 2 H1.
4 Equations
Equation (1.12) can be written as ut = JrE(u) = XE(u) = fu;Eg where we have the following
notions:
 the exterior dierential dF (u) of a Frechet dierentiable function F dened in an open subset
of H1;
 the gradient rF (u) dened by hrF (u); Xi = dF (u)X;
 the symplectic form 
(X;Y ) := hJ 1X;Y i;
 the Hamiltonian vectoreld XF of F with respect to a 
 dened by 
(XF ; Y ) = dFY , that is
XF = JrF ;
 the Poisson bracket of two scalar functions fF;Gg := dFXG;
 if G has values in a given Banach space E and is Frechet dierentiable with Frechet derivative
dG, and if G is a scalar valued function, then we set fG; Gg := dGXG:
We have introduced in Lemma 2.5 the functional B("2) 3 u! U [t; u] for the set B("2) dened
in (2.14). The following elementary lemma relates Poisson brackets associated to 
 in the u and the
U space.
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Lemma 4.1. Consider the map B("2) 3 (t; u)! U = U [t; u] and x t. Then, given a dierentiable
function u ! E(u) and a dierentiable function U ! F (U), we have, for eQ := Q[t; u], see (2.32)
and (3.5),
fF (U [t; u]); Eg = dUF (U [t; u])JruE(u) 
2X
k=1
fwk; EgdUF (U [t; u])@wk eQ: (4.1)
For E(u) = G(U [t; u]), summing on repeated indices we have
fF (U [t; u]); G(U [t; u])g = dF (U [u])JrUG(U [t; u])  dwj(JrUG(U [t; u]))dF (U [t; u])@wj eQ
  hrG(U [t; u]); @wk eQidF (U [t; u])@wk eQ+ hrUG(U [t; u]); @wk eQifwj ; wkgdF (U [t; u])@wj eQ: (4.2)
Proof. We have, summing on repeated indices
fF (U [t; u]); Eg = duF (U [t; u])JruE with
duF (U [t; u]) = dUF (U [t; u])duU [t; u] = dUF (U [t; u])  dUF (U [t; u])

@wk
eQ duwk:
This yields (4.1). (4.2) follows for E(u) = G(U [t; u]) if we use also ruG(U [t; u]) = rUG(U [t; u])  
hrUG(U [t; u]); @wj eQiruwj .
The following lemma will play an important role later.
Lemma 4.2. Set E = E in (4.1), with E the energy in (2.1). Consider a solution u = u(t) of
ut = JrE(u) with (t; u(t)) 2 B("2) over an interval of time. Then we have
d
dt
F (U [t; u]) = dUF (U)JrUE(U) + dUF (U)A (4.3)
A := Jf(U; eQ)  ( _w1   Eww2)@w1 eQ  ( _w2 + Eww1)@w2 eQ
where for e(u) := (juj2)u (4.4)
we have
f(U; eQ) := Z
[0;1]2
@@s[e(U + s eQ)]dds: (4.5)
Proof. It is elementary that, summing on repeated indices,
@tU [t; u] =  @t eQ[t; u] =  J jvj2
4
eQ+ JeJvaaQw   @twi @
@wi
eQ;
where eQ = eJQw, see (2.32). By (4.1) for E = E and by _wi = ddtwi = @twi + fwi;Eg, we get
d
dt
F (U [t; u]) = dUF (U)@tU [t; u] + fF (U [t; u]);Eg = dUF (U [t; u])JruE(u)
  _widUF (U)@wi eQ  dUF (U)J  jvj24 eQ  JeJvaaQw

:
(4.6)
We have ruE =  u+ V (+ vt+ y0)u+ (juj2)u and (juj2)u = (j eQj2) eQ+ (jU j2)U + f(U; eQ):
We expand
rE(u) = rE(U) +rE( eQ) + f(U; eQ): (4.7)
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We have
rE( eQ) = eJ vx2 +J jvj24 trE(Qw(+ vt+ y0))  v  Qw(+ vt+ y0) + v2
4
Qw(+ vt+ y0)

:
(4.8)
By (1.4) we have rE(Qw(+ vt+ y0)) = EwQw(+ vt+ y0). So various terms cancel and we get
d
dt
F (U [t; u]) = dUF (U)J [rUE(U) + f(U; eQ))]  _widUF (U)@wi eQ+ EwdUF (U)J eQ:
We nally obtain (4.3) because by (1.5) we have J eQ = w2@w1 eQ  w1@w2 eQ.
Using the notation of Lemma 4.2 and of Lemma 2.5 we get the following elementary lemma.
Lemma 4.3. We have, in the notation of Lemma 4.2 and of Lemma 2.5,e(u) = e(eJ p) + e( eQ+ eJ P (p)P ()r0) + f(eJ p; eQ+ eJ P (p)P ()r0): (4.9)
4.1 Set up for the discrete mode associated to the potential V
We start stating following elementary and standard fact.
Lemma 4.4. Consider the function Qw of Prop. 1.1. Consider the operatoreh :=  + v  + 4 1jvj2 + V (+ vt+ y0)  Ew
+
 
(j eQj2) + 20(j eQj2)Re eQ 20(j eQj2)Re eQ
20(j eQj2) Im eQ (j eQj2) + 20(j eQj2) Im eQ
!
:
(4.10)
Then we have the following equality:
eh @
@wi
eQ = ( @
@wi
Ew) eQ: (4.11)
We write equation (1.12) with a special view at the evolution of the variable w. Here we assume
that for a certain interval of time we have (t; u(t)) 2 B("2) with B("2) as in Proposition 2.1 . Sub-
stituting (2.32) in (1.12) and using twice an expansion like (4.7) we get for  := eJ
0P (p0)P ()r0,
@t(e
J 0p0 + ) + _wi@wi eQ+ J4 1v2 eQ+ eJv  rQw
= JrE(eJ 0p0) + JrE( eQ) + JrE() + Jf(; eQ) + Jf( + eQ; eJ 0p0):
We substitute rE( eQ) using (4.8), we use (1.5), that is J eQ = w2@w1 eQ  w1@w2 eQ, and
f(; eQ) = @se(s + eQ)js=0 + Z
[0;1]3
@s@s1@s2
e(ss2 + s1 eQ)dsds1ds2:
We then get the following equation:
( _w1   Eww2)@w1 eQ+ ( _w2 + Eww1)@w2 eQ  Jeh =  @t(eJ 0p0 + ) + JrE(eJ 0p0)
+ JrEP () + Jf( + eQ; eJ 0p0) + Z
[0;1]3
@s@s1@s2
e(ss2 + s1 eQ)dsds1ds2: (4.12)
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Notice now that h; J@wi eQi = 0 for i = 1; 2 implies h; eQi = 0. So, see [10],
hJeh; J @
@wi
eQi = h;eh @
@wi
eQi = h; eQi @
@wi
Ew = 0:
Applying h ; J@wi eQi to (4.12) and using the above remarks and (2.26) we get
(1 +O(w2))

_w1   Eww2
 ( _w2 + Eww1)

=
 
hrhs(4.12); J@w1 eQi
hrhs(4.12); J@w2 eQi
!
: (4.13)
In the sequel we will use the following lemma.
Lemma 4.5. (2.33) implies for i = 1; 2
heJ 0f 0; eJ 12vx0(+ vt+ y0)i =
X
i
heJ 0S0;1k;m(i); eJ
1
2vx@wiQw(+ vt+ y0)i
  cos  4 1tjvj2 heJ 0f 0; eJ( 12vx+ t4 jvj2)J@w2qw(+ vt+ y0)i
+ sin
 
4 1tjvj2 heJ 0f 0; eJ( 12vx+ t4 jvj2)J@w1qw(+ vt+ y0)i
(4.14)
where the S0;1k;m(i) are S
0;1
k;m(t; ;;(f
0); z0; f 0) symbols in the sense of Def. 3.3. We have similarly
heJ 0f 0; JeJ 12vx0(+ vt+ y0)i =
X
i
heJ 0S0;1k;m(i); eJ
1
2vx@wiQw(+ vt+ y0)i
+ sin
 
4 1tjvj2 heJ 0f 0; eJ( 12vx+ t4 jvj2)J@w2qw(+ vt+ y0)i
+ cos
 
4 1tjvj2 heJ 0f 0; eJ( 12vx+ t4 jvj2)J@w1qw(+ vt+ y0)i:
(4.15)
Proof. The starting point is (2.33), that is heJ 0P (p0)P ()r0; JeJ@wiQwi = 0. We rst have
P (p0)P ()r0 = P ()r0 + S0;1k;m(;;(f
0); z0; f 0). We next use (2.44) to get P ()r0 = Pc()f 0 +
S0;1k;m = f
0 + S0;1k;m: We therefore get
heJ 0f 0; JeJ( 12vx+ t4 jvj2)@wiQw(+ vt+ y0)i = heJ
0S0;1k;m; Je
J 12vx@wiQw(+ vt+ y0)i:
Now recall from Prop. 1.1 that @w1Qw = 0 + @w1qw and @w2Qw =  J0 + @w2qw. Use also
cos   sin
sin cos

eJ0
JeJ0

=

0
J0

:
This yields the desired formulas (4.14){(4.15).
4.2 Set up for ,  , z and f
Given a function F (; u) and if  = (t) has a given evolution in t, we have
d
dt
F (; u) = @F (; u)  _ + fF (; u);E(u)g: (4.16)
By continuity, by Proposition 2.1 we know that there exists a T > 0 and an interval IT = [0; T ] s.t.
(t; u(t)) 2 B("2) for t 2 IT for all u0 in Theor. 1.4 if "0 small enough. Then the representation
(2.32) is true for u(t) with t 2 IT . We set (t) = (U [t; u(t)]).
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The functions j(U) are invariant by the changes of variables in (3.8), and so in particular do
not depend on the parameter . So we have by (4.3)
_j = hrUj ; JrUE(U)i+ dUjA:
Then we have
_4 = dU4A and for a  3
_a =  hV (+ vt+ y0)@xa [p0 + P (p0)P ()r0];p0 + P (p0)P ()r0i+ dUaA:
(4.17)
We have  0 =  0(U [t; u]). In particular, by Lemma 4.2 we have
_D0a = hrUD0a; JrUE(U)i+ dUD0aA:
We have D0 = D+R0;2k;m by Theorem 3.5. Then by Claim 8 in Theorem 3.5, see also Lemma 2.8 [4],
we have
_D0a   v0a = @aK0 +
1
2
@ahV (+ vt+ y0)(p0 + P (p0)P ()r0);p0 + P (p0)P ()r0i
+ fR0;2k;m;K0g+ 2 1fR0;2k;m; hV (+ vt+ y0)U;Uig+ dUD0aA: (4.18)
We similarly have
_#0   !0   2 1(v0)2 = fR0;2k;m;K0g+ 2 1fR0;2k;m; hV (+ vt+ y0)U;Uig 
@4K0   2 1@4hV (+ vt+ y0)(p0 + P (p0)P ()r0);p0 + P (p0)P ()r0i+ dU#0A:
(4.19)
We have
_zj =  i@zjK0 + _  @zj   i2 1@zj hV (+ vt+ y0)U;Ui+ dUzjA: (4.20)
We have
_f = _  @f + (Pc(p0)Pc()Pc(p0)) 1JrfK 0 + dUfA;
rfK 0 := rfK0 + 2 1rf hV (+ vt+ y0)U;Ui:
(4.21)
We couple equations (4.17), (4.18), (4.19), (4.20) and (4.21) with (4.13).
5 Bootstrapping
As in [4], Theorem 1.4 follows from the following Theorem.
Theorem 5.1. Consider the constants 0 <  < "0 of Theorem 1.4. Then there is a xed and we
have C > 0 such that we have (t; u(t)) 2 B("2) for all t 2 I = [0;1)
kfkLpt (I;W 1;qx )  C for all admissible pairs (p; q), (5.1)
kzkL2t (I)  C for all multi indices  with e   > !0, (5.2)
kzjkW 1;1t (I)  C for all j 2 f1; : : : ;ng (5.3)
k!0   !0kL1t (I)  C ; kv0   v0kL1t (I)  C (5.4)
k( _w1   Eww2; _w2 + Eww1)kL1t (I)\L1t (I)  C: (5.5)
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Furthermore, there exist !+ and v+ such that
lim
t!+1!
0(t) = !+ ; lim
t!+1 v
0(t) = v+ (5.6)
lim
t!+1
_D0(t) = v+ ; lim
t!+1
_#0(t) = !+ + 4 1v2+ (5.7)
lim
t!+1 z(t) = 0: (5.8)
Theorem 5.1 will be obtained as a consequence of the following Proposition.
Proposition 5.2. Consider the constants 0 <  < "0 of Theorem 1.4. There exist a constant c0 > 0
such that for any C0 > c0 there is an "0 > 0 such that if (t; u(t)) 2 B("2) for all t 2 I = [0; T ] for
some T > 0 and the inequalities (5.1){(5.5) hold for this I and for C = C0, and if furthermore for
t 2 I
k _D0   v0kL1(0;t) < Chti ; (5.9)
kp0   p0kL1(I) < C; (5.10)
then in fact for I = [0; T ] the inequalities (5.1){(5.5) hold for C = C0=2 and the inequalities (5.9){
(5.10) hold for C = c with c a xed constant.
The proof of Theorem 5.1 and of Proposition 5.2 is very similar to the proof of Theorem 6.6
and Proposition 6.7 in [4].
5.1 Proof that Proposition 5.2 implies Theorem 5.1
We start with the following lemma from [4].
Lemma 5.3. Assume the hypotheses of Proposition 5.2 and consider a xed S0;02k;0 where k > 3 and
a xed q 2 S(R3). Then for "0 small enough there exists a xed constant c dependent on c1; S0;02k;0
and q s.t.
kq(+ vt+D0 + y0)S0;02k;0kL1((0;T );Lpx)  c for all p  1: (5.11)
Proof. This is Lemma 7.3 [4] but we reproduce the proof partially. We have by k > 3 and Sobolev
embedding,
kq(+ vt+D0 + y0)S0;02k;0kLpx  Cq;kkS0;02k;0k2khD0(t) + tv+ y0i k:
Then for a xed C = Cq;k;S
kq(+ vt+D0 + y0)S0;02k;0kL1((0;T );Lpx)  CkhD0(s) + sv+ y0i kkL1(0;T );
khD0(s) + sv+ y0i kkL1(0;T ) = khD0(0) + sv+ I(s) + y0i kkL1(0;T ) where
I(s) := sv0 +
Z s
0
( _D0()  v0)d ; j _I(s)j  3C0;
(5.12)
where j _I(s)j  3C0 follows by (5.9){(5.10) and by jv0j . . Then (5.11) follows by Lemma 5.5
below.
By D0(0) = (1(0; u0); 2(0; u0); 3(0; u0)) we get jD0(0)j < C for xed C by (1.15) and Propo-
sition 2.1, see also the discussion at the end of Sect. 2.1. After Lemma 2.9 [4] the following is
proved.
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Lemma 5.4. For "0 in (1.15) small enough we have
sup
distS2 (
 !e ; vjvj )"1
Z 1
0
(1 + jjvj !e t+D0(0) + y0j2) 1dt < 10: (5.13)
We now prove the following lemma.
Lemma 5.5. For "0 > 0 in (1.15) suciently small, we have for a xed c
khD0(s) + sv + y0i kkL1(0;T ) < c: (5.14)
Proof. Set d0 := D
0(0) + y0. If jhd0 + svij  6C0s for all s > 0, then since jI(s)j  3C0s by (5.12)
we get hD0(s) + sv + y0i  hd0 + svi with xed constants for all s > 0. Then (5.14) follows from
(5.13).
Suppose for an s0 > 0 that jd0 + s0vj < 6C0s0 . Squaring this inequality and for C1 = (6C0)2jvj 2
we get
jvj2(1  C12)s20 + 2d0  vs0 + jd0j2 < 0:
This implies (d0  v)2 > jd0j2 jvj2(1  C12) for the discriminant and
d0  v <  jd0j jvj
p
1  C12:
This implies d0 6= 0 and distS2(  d0jd0j ; vjvj ) = O(2): From (5.13) we get
jvj 1khd0   d0jd0jsi
 kkL1(R+) = jvj 1khjd0j   si kkL1(R+) < 10:
For 0 > 0 in (1.15) small, we get jvj 1 <  for  = 20=khti kkL1(R). We have
khD0(s) + sv + y0i kkL1(0;T )  jvj 1khd0 + s+ I1(s=jvj)i kkL1(0;jvjT );
where dds [I1(s=jvj)]  3C0=jvj. We complete the proof of (5.14) by
khD0(s) + sv + y0i kkL1(0;T )  jvj 1khd0=jvj+ s+ I1(s=jvj)i kkL1(0;jvjT )
 2jvj 1khti kkL1(R) < 40 for 3C00=jvj < 1=2.
Lemma 5.6. Let 0 < "4 < "2 and let B("4) an open neighborhood of !1 in H
1(R3;R2) dened like
(2.14) but with "4 instead of "2. Then under the hypotheses of Prop. 5.2 for the "0 > 0 in (1.15)
suciently small we have  0(t) 2 T (t; ) (where  > 0 is given in Lemma 2.4) and (t; u(t)) 2 B("4)
for t 2 [0; T ].
Proof. By Lemma 5.4 and by the argument in Lemma 2.3 for any preassigned M > 0 if "0 > 0 in
(1.15) is suciently small we either have jvj    12 or jD0(0) + vt + y0j  M . Furthermore, the
argument in Lemma 5.5 shows that either hD0(s) + tv + y0i  hD0(0) + vt + y0i in [0; T ] for xed
constants or jvj  co 1 for a xed co > 0. In any case, we conclude that for any xed 1 > 0 for
"0 > 0 suciently small we have 
0(t) 2 T (t; 1) for t 2 [0; T ].
Since (5.1){(5.5) and (5.9){(5.10) imply for "0 > 0 suciently small that u(t) 2 eJ 0(t)BH1("4) for
all t 2 [0; T ] we conclude (t; u(t)) 2 B("4) for t 2 [0; T ].
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Lemma 5.7. Under the hypotheses of Proposition 5.2 and for "0 small enough we have k _jkL1(I) 
c for a xed c for all j.
Proof. We have khV (+vt+y0)@xa(p0+P (p0)P ()r0);p0+P (p0)P ()r0ikL1(I)  c by an argument
in [4]. We focus now on the additional terms not already present in [4]. We have
jdUjAj  jhU; f(U; eQ)ij+ j _w1   Eww2jjhU;j@w1 eQij+ j _w2 + Eww1jjhU;j@w2 eQij:
By (3.4)
U = S0;0n0;m0(;; %
0; z0; f 0) + eJ
0P (p0)Pc()f 0:
with %0 = (f 0): Composing with the map in (3.8) we obtain
U = S0;0n;m(;; %; z; f) + e
J eJR
0;2
n;mP (p)Pc()f: (5.15)
with % = (f) for any preassigned pair (n;m). This is obtained by taking both n0 and m0 suciently
large, using the fact that the pullback of symbols Si;jn0;m0 and Ri;jn0;m0 are symbols Si;jn;m and Ri;jn;m for
any n  n0   CN1 and m  m0   CN1 for a xed C. Furthermore we have p0 = p +R0;2n;m. For all
this, see [1]. We now have
khU; f(U; eQ)ikL1t  Z
[0;1]2
khS0;0n;m + eJ eJR
1;2
n;mP (p)Pc()f; @@s[e(U + s eQ)]ikL1t dds:
We have
khS0;0n;m; @@s[e(U + s eQ)]ikL1t  kS0;0n;m eQkL1tL2xke00(U + s eQ)UkL1t L2x :
We have ke00(U + s eQ)UkL1t L2x  c1 for a xed c1 by (H3) and by (5.1){(5.3) and (5.10). These
imply also kS0;0n;m eQkL1tL2x  c2 for a xed c2 by Lemma 5.3.
We have
kheJ eJR1;2n;mP (p)Pc()f; @@s[e(U + s eQ)]ikL1t
 kfkL1t L2xke00(U + s eQ) eQS0;0n;mkL1tL2x (this is O(2) )
+ kfkL2tL6xke00(U + s eQ) eQeJ eJR1;2n;mP (p)Pc()fkL2tL 65x (this is O(kfk2L2tL6x) = O(2) ):
Then we conclude khU; f(U; eQ)ikL1t  c for a xed c.
We consider
k _w1   Eww2kL2t khU;j@w1 eQikL2t
 C

khS0;0n;m;j@w1 eQikL2t + kheJ eJR1;2n;mP (p)Pc()f;j@w1 eQikL2t :
This is O(
3
2 ) because for a xed C and using Lemma 5.3
kheJ eJR1;2n;mP (p)Pc()f;j@w1 eQikL2t  CkfkL2tL6x  CC0
khS0;0n;m;j@w1 eQik2L2t  khS0;0n;m;j@w1 eQikL1t khS0;0n;m;j@w1 eQikL1t  C:
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Lemma 5.8. Under the hypotheses of Prop. 5.2 for "0 > 0 suciently small, for any preassigned
c > 0 we have in [0; T ]
k _w1   Eww2kL1\L2 + k _w2 + Eww1kL1\L2  c: (5.16)
Proof. We will bound only the rst term in the left. We use (4.13). Furthermore we will only bound
khrhs(4.12); J@w1 eQikL1\L1  c: (5.17)
All the other terms can be bounded similarly. By Lemma 5.3 we have, see (4.4) for e,
khJrE(eJ 0p0); J@w1 eQikL1  c:
Schematically, omitting factors irrelevant in the computation, we have
hJrEP (eJ 0P (p0)P ()r0); J@w1 eQi  he(P (p0)P ()r0); 0(+D0 + y0)i
= he(S0;1k;m + eJR0;2k;mf); 0(+D0 + y0)i = he(S0;1k;m); 0(+D0 + y0)i
+ he(eJR0;2k;mf); 0(+D0 + y0)i+ hf(eJR0;2k;mf;S0;1k;m); 0(+D0 + y0)i:
Then bounding one by one the terms in the r.h.s. by routine arguments and using Lemma 5.3, we
get
khJrEP (eJ 0P (p0)P ()r0); J@w1 eQikL1\L1  c:
Similarly Z
[0;1]3
dsds1ds2kh@s@s1@s2 e(ss2eJ 0P (p0)P ()r0 + s1 eQ); J@w1 eQikL1\L1  c
and
khJf(eJ 0P (p0)P ()r0 + eQ; eJ 0p0); J@w1 eQikL1\L1 Z
[0;1]2
ddskhe00((eJ 0P (p0)P ()r0 + eQ) + seJ 0p0)eJ 0P (p0)P ()r0 eQ; @w1 eQikL1\L1  c :
Schematically we have
h@t(eJ 0P (p0)P ()r0); J@w1 eQi  h _ 0P (p0)P ()r0;0(+D0 + y0)i
+ h(@tP (p0)P ())r0 + P (p0)P () _r0; 0(+D0 + y0)i:
(5.18)
We have p0 = p +R0;2k;m, see [1]. We also have  0 =  +R0;2k;m by (3.8). For the time derivatives we
use also the equations in Sect. 4. In particular we have (@tP (p
0)P ())r0 = S0;1k;m and one by one the
terms in the r.h.s. of (5.18) satisfy the desired bounds. Similarly it is elementary to see also
kh@teJ 0p0 ; @w1 eQikL1\L1  c :
Lemma 5.9. Under the hypotheses of we can extend u(t) for all t  0 with (t; u(t)) 2 B("2).
Furthermore (5.1){(5.5) hold for a xed C in [0;1) and we have lim
t%1
z(t) = 0.
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Proof. We can apply a standard continuity argument, Prop. 5.2 and Lemma 5.6 to conclude that
(t; u(t)) 2 B("2) for all t  0 and that (5.1){(5.5) hold on [0;1). The fact that limt%1 z(t) = 0
follows by Lemma 7.1 [4].
Lemma 5.10. There is a xed C and f+ 2 H1 and a function & : [0;1) ! R4 such that for the
variable f in (5.1) we have
lim
t%1
kf(t)  eJ&(t)e Jtf+kH1 = 0: (5.19)
Proof. The proof of Lemma 5.10 is the same of Sect. 11 in [4] and is a standard consequence of the
estimates (5.1){(5.3), of (6.9) and (6.3) below in I = [0; T ) = [0;1) applied to (6.13) below, where
h =M 1e
1
2Jv0xf .
We can now apply [4] which proves the following facts, that yields Theor. 5.1 assuming Prop.
5.2.
 For "0 small enough, (5.10) holds for C = c < C0=2 with c a xed constant. Furthermore,
(5.4) holds for C = c < C0=2 with c a xed constant.
 We have
jD0(t) + tv + y0j  t2 1jvj   jD0(0) + y0j (5.20)
 We have
lim
t!+1(
_D0   v0) = 0 ; lim
t!+1

_#0   !0   4 1(v0)2

= 0: (5.21)
 There exist !+ and v+ such that the limits (5.6) are true.
6 Proof of Proposition 5.2
Lemma 6.1. Assume the hypotheses of Prop. 5.2. Then there is a xed c such that for all admissible
pairs (p; q)
kfkLpt ([0;T ];W 1;qx )  c+ c
X
e>!0
jzj2L2t (0;T ) (6.1)
where we sum only on multiindices such that e ej < !0 for any j such that for the j{th component
of  we have j 6= 0.
Proof. Compared to [4], the one additional term in (4.21) here is the term dUfA, which we now
analyze. By the fact that the inverse of (3.8) has the same structure (the ows which yield (3.8)
when reversed yields the inverse of (3.8), see Lemma 3.4 [4]) we have
f = eJR
0;2
k;m(;;(f
0);z0;f 0)f 0 + S1;1k;m(;;(f
0); z0; f 0):
Hence
dUf = e
JR0;2k;mdUf 0 + JdUR0;2k;m  (f   S1;1k;m) + dUS1;1k;m:
Notice that we have dUR0;2k;m 2 B( k0 ;R4) and dUS1;1k;m 2 B( k0 ;k0) with norms
kdUR0;2k;mkB( k0 ;R4)  Ckr0k k0
kdUS1;1k;mkB( k0 ;k0 )  C(j  j+ j(f 0)j+ kr0k k0 ):
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Then
kdUS1;1k;mf(U; eQ)kL1tH1+L2tH1;S . C0Z
[0;1]2
ddke00(U +  eQ) eQUkL1tL2; S+L2tL2; S
. C0
Z
[0;1]2
dd(k eQS0;0n;mkL1tL2x + k eQeJ eJR0;2n;mP (p)Pc()f)kL2tL2x) = O(2)
and similarly
kdUR0;2k;mf(U; eQ)kL1t +L1t . C0 Z
[0;1]2
ddke00(U +  eQ) eQUkL1t L2; S+L1tL2; S = O(2):
So we conclude
JdUR0;2k;mf(U; eQ)  f   dUR0;2k;mf(U; eQ)  S1;1k;m + dUS1;1k;mf(U; eQ) = A  f +R1 +R2 (6.2)
with for any preassigned c
kAkL1(0;T )\L1(0;T ) + kR1kL1([0;T ];H1) + kR2kL2([0;T ];H1;S)  c: (6.3)
We have
dUf
0 = (Pc()Pc(p0)) 1Pc()P (p0)dUr0;
dUr
0 = (P (p0)P ()P (p0)) 1P (p0)

e J
0   JjP (p0)r0 dU 0j   @p0jP (p0)r0 dUp0j

:
Proceeding like above we conclude that
eJR
0;2
k;mdUf 0f(U; eQ) = eJ(R0;2k;m  0)Pc(p0)f(U; eQ) +A  f +R1 +R2;
where the last three terms are like those in the r.h.s. of (6.2). We have
kf(U; eQ)kL1tH1+L2tH1;S  Z
[0;1]2
ddke00(U +  eQ) eQUkL1tH1+L2tH1;S
 Ck eQS0;0n;mkL1tL2x(1 + kfkL1tH1x) + k eQ(eJ eJR0;2n;mP (p)Pc()f)2kL2tH1x
 c+ k eQkL1t W 1;3x kfkL2tW 1;6x  c+ C(C0)2:
Therefore f(U; eQ) is of the form R1 +R2 with the estimate in (6.3).
Summing up, for h =M 1e
1
2Jv0xf with M dened in (2.40), we have
i _h = K!0h+ 3Pc(K!0)V (+ vt+ y0 +D0 +R0;2k;m)h+ 3A4(t)Pc(K!0)h
 
3X
a=1
iAa(t)Pc(K!0)@xah+
X
je( )j>!0
zzG(t;(f)) +R1 +R2 ;
(6.4)
where:
G(t;(f)) :=M
 1eJ
v0x
2 G(t;(f)); (6.5)
with G(t;(f)) the coecients of Z1, see (3.12) and where (6.3) are satised.
Notice that in (6.4) we can drop R0;2k;m from the argument of V , absorbing the dierence inside
R1 +R2, so that 3Pc(K!0)V (+ vt+ y0 +D0)h becomes the second term in the r.h.s of (6.4).
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Set D := vt+ y0 +D
0. Set
eg(t)u(t; x) := ei3(  t4v2  vx2 )u(t; x+D(t)): (6.6)
Recall that eg(t) 1u = ei3( t4v2+ v(x D(t))2 )u(t; x D(t));
[eg(t) 1; i@t  K0]u = i( _D  v)  rx(eg 1(t)u);
[eg(t) 1; @xj ]u =  i3vj2 eg 1(t)u:
(6.7)
Set now g(t) = eg(t)ei3 R t0 '^(s)ds for a '^ which will be introduced later. Then, irrespective of the '^,
we have V (+D) = egV eg 1: We now set
PD := gPg
 1 where P := 0h ; 0i+ 10h ; 10i : (6.8)
Then, for a xed  > 0, we add to (6.4) the term iPDh  iPDh = 0. We will think of  iPDh as a
damping term in (6.4) and iPDh as a reminder term, since it can be absorbed inside the reminder
R1 +R2, as we show now.
Lemma 6.2. Under the hypotheses of Prop. 5.2, for "0 small enough we have for any preassigned
c > 0 and irrespective of the '^,
kPDhkL1([0;T ];H1)+L2([0;T ];W 1;6)  c: (6.9)
Proof. Obviously it is enough to prove
khe i3
R t
0
'^(s)dseg 1h;  ikL1(0;T )+L2(0;T )  c for  = 0; 10. (6.10)
We will consider the case  = 0. The other case is similar. We have from h =M
 1e
1
2Jv0xf
he i3
R t
0
'^(s)dseg 1h; 0i = hM 1eJ v0x2 f; ei3( t4v2+ vx2  R t0 '^(s)ds)0(+D)i
= heJ v0x2 f; (M 1)T ei3( t4v2+ vx2  
R t
0
'^(s)ds)MT (M 1)T0(+D)i
= heJ v0(x+D)2 f; eJ( t4v2+ vx2 + v0D2  
R t
0
'^(s)ds)(M 1)T0(+D)i
= hf; eJ( t4v2+ v0D2 + vx2  
R t
0
'^(s)ds)(M 1)T0(+D)i+O(kfkL6x):
(6.11)
We used (M 1)T i3MT =M i3M
 1
= J: We have kO(kfkL6x)kL2(0;T )  C(C0)2.
Ignoring the O(kfkL6x) term, we can write the last line in (6.11) in the form
hf; eJ vx2 eJ(t)0(+D)i+ ihf; eJ vx2 eJ(t)J0(+D)i
= e i(t)hf; eJ vx2 0(+D)i+ (sin(t) + i cos(t))hf; eJ vx2 J0(+D)i;
(6.12)
for some real valued function (t).
By the fact that 0 is a Schwartz function and by Lemmas 4.5 and 5.3, we conclude that the
L1(0; T )+L2(0; T ) norm of (6.12) is bounded by C(C0)
2, independently of (t) . This yields (6.10)
for  = 0. The case  = 10 is similar.
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We can rewrite (6.4)
i _h = K!0h+ 3Pc(K!0)V (+ vt+ y0 +D0)h  iPDh+ 3A4(t)Pc(K!0)h
 
3X
a=1
iAa(t)Pc(K!0)@xah+
X
je( )j>!0
zzG(t;(f)) +R1 +R2 ;
(6.13)
Then the proof of Lemma 6.1 is exactly the same as in [4] using Theorem 7.1 below.
We set now
g = h+ Y ; Y :=
X
je( )j>!0
zzR+K!0 (e  (  ))G(t; 0): (6.14)
Lemma 6.3. Assume the hypotheses of Prop. 5.2 and let T > " 10 . Then for xed s > 1 there
exist a xed c such that if "0 is suciently small, for any preassigned and large L > 1 we have
kgkL2((0;T );L2; sx )  (c+ C0L 1).
Proof. The proof is exactly the same of Lemma 8.5 in [4].
Lemma 6.4. There is a set of variables  = z +O(z2) such that for a xed C we have
k   zkL2t  CC02 ; k   zkL1t  C3 (6.15)
@t
nX
j=1
ej jj j2 =   () + r (6.16)
and s.t., for a xed constant c0 and a preassigned but arbitrarily large constant L, we have
 () := 4
X
>!0
 Im
*
R+H!0 ()
X
e=
G0(t; 0); 3
X
e=


G0(t; 0)
+
;
krkL1[0;T ]  (1 + C0)(c0 + C0L 1)2:
(6.17)
For the proof see [4, 2]. By [2] Lemma 10.5 we have  ()  0. We make now the following
hypothesis:
(H11) there exists a xed constant   > 0 s.t. for all  2 Cn we have:
 ()   
X
e>!0
e ek<!08 k s.t. k 6=0
jj2:
(6.18)
Then integrating and exploiting (6.15) we get for t 2 [0; T ] and xed cX
j
ej jzj(t)j2 + 4 
X
 as in (H11)
kzk2L2(0;t)  c(1 + C0 + C20L 1)2:
From the last inequality and from Lemma 6.1 we conclude that for "0 > 0 suciently small and any
T > 0, (5.1){(5.3) in I = [0; T ] and with C = C0 imply (5.1){(5.3) in I = [0; T ] with C = c(1 +p
C0 + C0L
  12 ) for xed c.
We bound the r.h.s. of (4.13). By Lemma 5.3 we have for a xed c
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khj@teJ 0p0 j+ jrE(eJ 0p0)j+ J jf( + eQ; eJ 0p0)j; J j@wi eQjikL1t  c:
We have
khrEP (); @wi eQikL1t = kh(jeJ 0P (p0)P ()r0j2)eJ 0P (p0)P ()r0; @wi eQikL1t :
Next, r0 = S0;1k;m + e
JR0;2k;mf . Then the above can be bounded by
khrEP (eJ 0S0;1k;m); @wi eQikL1t + khrEP (eJ(R0;2k;m+ 0)f); @wi eQikL1t
+ khf(eJ 0S0;1k;m; eJ(R
0;2
k;m+
0)f); @wi eQikL1t  c:
This completes the proof of Proposition 5.2.
7 Linear dispersion
Set K0 = 3(  + !0), K1 = K!0 = K0 + V1, K2 = H0 + V2 where V2 = 3V . Set VD2 (t; x) :=
V2(x+D(t)) Pc := Pc(K1), K(t) = K0 + V1 + VD2 (t) We have the following result.
Theorem 7.1. Consider for PcF (t) = F (t) and Pcu(0) = u0 the equation
i _u  PcK(t)Pcu  iPcv(t)  rxu+ '(t)Pc3u = F   iPDu (7.1)
for (v(t); '(t)) 2 C1([0; T ];R3  R). Fix 0 > je0 + !0j. For v the vector in Theor.1.4, set
c(T ) := k('(t); v(t))kL1t [0;T ]+L1t [0;T ] + kv   _D(t)kL1t [0;T ]: (7.2)
Then for any 0 > 3=2 there exist a c0 > 0 and a C > 0 such that, if c(T ) < c0,  > 0 and  > 0,
then for any admissible pair (p; q), see (1.7), we have for i = 0; 1
kukLpt ([0;T ];W i;qx )  C(ku0kHi + kFkL2t ([0;T ];Hi;x )+L1t ([0;T ];Hix)): (7.3)
Proof. Consider the problem
i _u K0u  iv(t)  rxu+ '(t)3u = VD2 u+Gu  iPdu  iPDu ; u(t0) = u0; (7.4)
where Pd = 1  Pc and
G(t) := V1   PdK(t)Pc  K(t)Pd:
By the proof of Theorem 9.1 in [4], Theorem 7.1 is a consequence of Proposition 7.2 below.
Proposition 7.2. Let U(t; t0) be the group associated to (7.4). Then for  > 3=2 there exists a
xed C > 0 such that for all 0  t0 < t  T
khx  x0i U(t; t0)hx  x1i kL2!L2  Cht  t0i  32 8 (x0; x1) 2 R6. (7.5)
and Z T
0
jj hx  x(t)i  U(t; t0)u0jj2L2xdt  Cjju0jj
2
L2x
8 x(t) 2 C0([0; T ];R3). (7.6)
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The proof is the same of Proposition 9.2 in [4] with a small dierence. Notice that in [4]
the operator 3(  + !0 + V ) does not have eigenvalues, while here it does have the eigenvalues
(e0 + !0), with projection on the vector space generated by the eigenspaces given by the operator
P introduced in (6.8).
Now, the proof is exactly the same of Proposition 9.2 in [4] except for the following modication.
The analogue of (9.43) [4] is now
(i@t  K0)g 1u  iv^(t)  rxg 1u+ iPg 1u = 3V g 1u
+ g 1V1   iPd  K1Pd + Pd3V (+D)Pc   3V (+D)Pd]u
(7.7)
where g(t) = eg(t)ei3 R t0 '^(s)ds like after (6.7), where we choose the same '^ of [4] and where 3V (x) =
g 1(t)3V (x+D)g(t) and by (6.8) we have P = g 1(t)PDg(t).
The operator of formula (9.46) in [4] has to be changed into
T1f(s) :=W2
Z s
t0
e i(s )3( +!0+V ) (s )PW1f()d;
where W1W2 = 3V   iP. Then, for
T0f(s) :=W2
Z s
t0
e i(s )( +!0)W1f()d
we have (1  iT1)(1 + iT0) = 1. Furthermore, we have for a xed C for any  > 5=2
khx  x0i e it3( +!0+V ) tPhx  x1i kL2!L2  Chti  32 8t  0 and (x0; x1) 2 R6
which follows by the condition   0 > je0 + !0j. Then the proof in [4] yields Proposition 7.2.
8 Dropping the hypothesis u0 2 2
Up to now we have assumed u0 2 2, that is (1.18), to guarantee that as we remark at the end of
Sect. 3 the coordinates of U [t; u(t)] belong to the image of the map (3.8) in the sense of (3.9){(3.11).
For the same reason in the series [2, 3, 4] it is assumed that u0 2 ` for xed ` 1 with depends on
the N = N1 in Hypothesis (H7). This is used only in order to make sense of the pullback by means
of (3.8) of the form 
 discussed in claim (8) of Theorem 3.5. However everywhere in [2, 3, 4] and
here the distance of u(t) and of u0 from ground states is measured only with the metric of H
1(R3).
Now we discuss briey the fact that we can drop (1.18) and assume only u0 2 H1. Let u0 2 H1
with u0 62 2 and let fun(0)gn1 be a sequence with un(0) ! u0 in H1 and with un(0) 2 2 for
any n  1. We can apply our result to each solution un(t). By the well posedness of (1.3) and by
the continuity of the maps dened in Proposition 2.1, in (2.36) and at the beginning of Sect. 3 we
have for the coordinates of un(t) and of u(t)
( 0n(t); p
0
n(t); z
0
n(t); f
0
n(t); wn(t))
n!1! ( 0(t); p0(t); z0(t); f 0(t); w(t)) (8.1)
in R8CnH1C. Furthermore, since (3.8) is a local homeomorphism of R4Cn(H1\L2c(p0)),
see (3.10) and the comments immediately below (3.10), we also have a limit
(n(t); pn(t); zn(t); fn(t); wn(t))
n!1! ((t); p(t); z(t); f(t); w(t)) (8.2)
with on the left the nal coordinates of un(t). Notice that on the right of (8.2) we have the nal
coordinates of u(t) since map (3.8) makes them correspond to the initial coordinates of u(t).
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No use in Sections 5{7 is made of the hypothesis that u0 2 2. Hence Theorem 5.1 holds also
for the coordinates on the right in (8.2). From this and Lemma 2.5 we conclude that
u(t) = eJ
0(t)(p0(t) + P (p0(t))P ((t))r0(t)) + eJ(
1
2vx+ t4 jvj2)Qw(+ vt+ y0);
p0(t) = (t) +R0;2k;m((t); t; z(t); f(t));
r0(t) = eJR
0;2
k;m((t);z(t);f(t))(f + S0;1k;m((t); z(t); f(t)));
(8.3)
where we are making use of (3.8) and of claims (6){(7) of Theorem 3.5.
Finally, the proof that (8.3) yields (1.16) is in [4], especially in Sect. 12. Notice that the proof
in [4] of the facts we list now makes only use of u0 2 H1.
The facts needed to obtain (1.16) are Lemma 5.7, lim
t%1
S0;1k;m = 0 in H
1, lim
t%1
R0;2k;m = 0 in R4
and lim
t%1
( 0(t) + &(t)) = 0 for & the function in Lemma 5.10 and for some 0 2 R4. This is proved
in [4].
A Implicit function theorem
Theorem A.1. Let F 2 C1(BX(0; 0)  BY (0; 0);Y ) with F (0; 0) = 0. Further, assume there
exists 1; 2 > 0 s.t.
sup
(x;y)2BX(0;1)BY (0;2)
kDyF (x; y) 1k  2: (A.1)
Now, set 3 2 (0; 1) s.t.
sup
x2BX(0;3)
kF (x; 0)k  1
8
4; (A.2)
where
4 := min
0@2; 1
8
 
sup
x2BX(0;1);y2BY (0;2)
kDyyF (x; y)k
! 11A : (A.3)
Then there exits a function y() 2 C1(BX(0; 3);BY (0; 4)) s.t. for any x 2 BX(0; 3) and for
y 2 BY (0; 4) we have F (x; y) = 0 if and only if y = y(x).
Proof. First, for (x; y) 2 BX(0; 1)BY (0; 2), we have
F (x; y) = 0 , y = y   (DyF (x; 0)) 1 F (x; y):
So, we set
(x; y) := y   (DyF (x; 0)) 1 F (x; y)
and seek for the xed point of .
Now, set
y0 = 0; yn+1 = (x; yn 1) for n 2 N:
We show
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 8n 2 N, yn 2 BY (0; 4)
 yn converges.
Indeed, by the continuity of F w.r.t. y, lim yn is the xed point of (x; ).
Now, let y; y0 2 BY (0; 4), we have
(x; y)  (x; y0) = (DyF (x; 0)) 1
Z 1
0
(DyF (x; 0) DyF (x; y0 + t(y   y0))) (y   y0) dt
=   (DyF (x; 0)) 1
Z 1
0
Z 1
0
(DyyF (x; s(y
0 + t(y   y0)))(y0 + t(y   y0))) (y   y0) dsdt:
Therefore, we have
k(x; y)  (x; y0)k  k (DyF (x; 0)) 1 k

Z 1
0
Z 1
0
k (DyyF (x; s(y0 + t(y   y0)))(y0 + t(y   y0))) k dsdtky   y0k
2
 
sup
x2BX(0;1);y2BY (0;2)
kDyyF (x; y)k
!
4ky   y0k
 1
4
ky   y0k:
On the other hand,
ky1k = k(x; 0)k = kDyF (x; 0)F (x; 0)k  2 sup
x2BX(0;3)
kF (x; 0)k  1
4
3:
Therefore, we have
kynk 
nX
k=1
kyk   yk 1k 
nX
k=1
4 kky1k  2ky1k  1
2
3:
Therefore, for all n 2 N, yn 2 BY (0; 3). Further, we by
kyn   ymk 
nX
k=m+1
kyk   yk 1k 
nX
k=m+1
4 kky1k:
fyng is a Cauchy sequence so it has a limit.
Finally, if there exist two y; y0 2 BY (0; 3) s.t. F (x; y) = F (x; y0) = 0 we have
ky   y0k = k(x; y)  (x; y0)k  1
4
ky   y0k
So, we have y = y0. This gives the uniqueness.
B ! 7! ! in C1(O; H2) implies ! 7! ! in C1(O;n) for any
n 2 N
Proposition B.1. Assume (H1){(H3), (H6) and
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(H4)0 There exists an open interval O  R+ such that equation (1.11) admits a positive radial
solution ! 2 H2 for ! 2 O. Further, assume ! 7! ! is in C1(O;H2).
Then, the map ! 7! ! is in C1(O;n) for arbitrary n 2 N.
Proof. (Sketch). By a standard bootstrapping argument one can show ! 2 Hn for arbitrary n.
Further, by maximum principle, one can show ! decays exponentially. Therefore, ! 2 n for
arbitrary n. Further, ! 7! ! is in C0(O;n).
Next, x !0 2 O. Dierentiating
0 =  ! + !! + (2!)!;
with respect to !, we have
 ! =
  + ! + (2!) + 20(2!)2! @!!: (B.1)
Now, set
A :=  + !0 + (2!0) + 20(2!0)2!0
B" := "+ (
2
!0+") + 2
0(2!0+")
2
!0+"   (2!0)  20(2!0)2!0
Then, A is invertible as an operator on A : L2rad(R3)! L2rad(R3). Since (B.1) can be written as
 !0+" = (A+B")@!!0+":
Therefore, since B0 = 0, for suciently small ", we have
@!!0+" =  
 1X
k=0
( 1)k(A 1B")k
!
A 1!0+": (B.2)
Now, we can show that if ! 7! ! is in Cm(O;n), then  ! (A + B") 1 is Cm with values in
B(n;n). By induction, one can show ! 7! ! is in C1(O;n).
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